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First and foremost, Sandy and I are incredibly thankful for all the 
generous gifts we received all week.  We are truly grateful to work 
with such an AMAZING team. Palm is our family...Thank you for 
making us girls feel special. 

This week we had our first pastries and parents and WOW what a 
HUGE SUCCESS!  Thank you teachers and staff for creating a safe 
environment for our parents and making those connections where 
they feel Palm is a special place for them. 

We continued to have individual data chats on Monday and 
Tuesday with all teachers.  Thank you for taking a deeper dive and 
analyzing our students needs and strengths.  We all know where 
our work is at and like ALWAYS if we can support you please let us 
know. 

Lastly, everyone had different professional developments on 
Thursday.  You all are AMAZING and growing your teaching 
capacity is GOLD. Always remember our WHY ... Our kiddos need 
you at your best.  Continue to grow and foster a love of learning. 
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The SEL team had the opportunity to have 
our first SEL Parent Night! We had to opportunity to

present to our Panther Families! 
We had the opportunity to share with them what is

SEL, SEL Members/Responsibilities,
Bully Prevention Month, Bully Prevention 

Interventions and how parents can support their
students at home. Parents were provided with

books, stress tools and a sel de-escalation activity
to do with their 

students!

I have been walking
around

adn seeing all the
amazing  Bully

Prevention doors! We
have our walk-thru 

door competition next
friday!
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This week our SEL Team provided activities for COJUSD
teachers covering important Self-care options like

meditation, and team-building fun! Not only our students
should practice deep breathing and team cooperation but

it's important for our teachers to experience the same.  

This week's college is UCLA! Our panthers
will be exposed to both the UC and the

CSU systems. By the time they are ready to
apply for colleges in a few years, they will

be able to determine which fits their
unique interests and future endeavors.  
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Christy

On Thursday I joined TK and Preschool teachers in SEAL Module III training. WE
continued our work to build early literacy for our students. We discussed the

importance of precursor literacy skills, and early literacy skills. WE learned about
various instructional strategies to engage students in many elements of literacy,
that are developmentally appropriate for our youngest learners. In the afternoon
TK Teachers spent the afternoon planning and determine the best way to implement

the next Seal module!  
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  In Mrs. Capistran's ELD class students
are standing to deliver presentations on
pollution & climate change. Students are
required to ask the audience questions
like what do they notice and wonder

about the photos in their presentations. 
 All four domains are evident in this

lesson. Way to go room 74! 

Ana

Hand up, stand up, pair
up  is a great strategy to
imbed in lessons to have

students practice
listening and speaking.

This is also an
opportunity for teachers
to CFU or coach the pair

into a more in depth
conversation. 

Thank you to our upper grade teachers
for participating in Guided Reading

observations with Terri Beeler. Teachers
were able to observe peers working with
a group of students while referring to our

F & P Continuum.



Literacy isLiteracy is
KingKing

Gabby
Happy
Friday! 

Our DEN interventionists continue to work
hard to ensure that our students get the

best support in their reading.

5th grade celebrating Ms. M's Birthday! 



Little MightyLittle Mighty  

PanthersPanthers

Learning about community helpers in Pre-School
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Shout out to Ana and for making the time to support me in my teaching
and to Christy for providing me with new resources for me to
implement in my guided reading groups! 

Jorge, for staying cool under pressure with students in need.

A big thank you to Roxanne for her constant support with our little
ones. 

Shout out to Gina, Josefa and Maria for their teamwork. 

Thank you Mrs. Hendrixson for your generosity! 

Thank you Anavela for continuing to help in our guided math stations!
Room 44 always looks forward to working with you

Thank You Meliza Zamora and family for helping us out with set up for
pastries and parents.  You all ROCK!

Shout out to every staff member that went out and supported our
pastries and parents, YOU ALL MAKE PALM SCHOOL AMAZING!
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 Special shout out to the SEL team (Gary, Luz, and Kim) for hosting our
first SEL Parent night. Thank you Gloria Torres for coming back to Orosi
to help us during this meeting. It was greatly appreciated!

Shout out to everyone who helped us (staff and former students) with
pastries with parents! We had a very successful event!

Thank you Mrs.Torres for coming back and supporting the SEL team, you
are so awesome!

Special shout out to Jorge, Cynthia, and Debra for all your help with the
haunted house.

Shout out to Jorge for your help recording our Kindness Squad mornig
greet to our parents.



 
 24-28

Monday:   Picture retakes
              Red Ribbon Week begins 
Tuesday: 4th grade attendance lunch, parenting
partners, leadership meeting 

Black out drugs, wear black 
Wednesday: Grade-level Staff PLC, ATM

Give drugs the boot, wear western wear
Thursday: Palm School Carnival 4:30-8

team up against drugs, wear sports gear
Friday: Palm Spirit Day! 

Paws-itivity drug free, wear palm gear

UPCOMING



UPCOMING
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